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Abstract

This paper develops a set of innovative tools for labor market intelligence

by applying machine learning techniques to web vacancies on the Italian labor

market. Our approach allows to calculate, for each occupation, the different

types of skills required by the market alongside a set of relevant variables such

as region, sector, education and level of experience. We construct a taxonomy

for skills and map it into the recently developed ESCO classification system. We

subsequently develop measures of the relevance of soft and hard skills and we

analyze their detailed composition. We apply the dataset constructed to the de-

bate on computerization of work. We show that soft and digital skills are related

to the probability of automation of a given occupation and we shed some light

on the complementarity/substitutability of hard and soft skills.
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1 Introduction

It is indisputable that in the past few decades significant forces and factors have

dramatically changed the nature and characteristics of the labor market in both

advanced and developing countries. Technical progress, globalization and the re-

organization of the production process with outsourcing and offshoring have rad-

ically altered the demand for certain skills.1 In addition, population aging in ad-

vanced economies intensifies the need for continued training, and is likely to af-

fect the structural demand for certain competences, in particular those related to

the health and care of the elderly.2 The overall impact of these factors on the labor

market is multifaceted. On the one hand several jobs are disappearing while new

jobs are emerging; of these some are simply a variant of existing jobs, others are

genuinely new jobs that were nonexistent until few years ago. On the other hand

the quantity and quality of the demand for skills and qualifications associated to

the new labor market has changed substantially. New skills are needed not only to

perform new jobs but also the skill requirements of existing jobs have changed con-

siderably. Which occupations will grow in the future and where? What skills will be

demanded the most in the next years? Those are the questions that are at the fore-

front of the policy debate both among economists and policymakers. In order to

address these questions specific data need to be collected. This calls for new tools

that integrate and complement existing labor market instruments for grasping the

complexity and the variability of new labor market trends.

In this paper we develop a set of innovative tools for labor market intelligence by

applying machine learning techniques to web vacancies on the Italian labor mar-

ket. Those tools are at the forefront of research in computer science and are able

to address a number of technical and methodological challenges dealing with large

volumes of unstructured data, mainly in textual form. In particular they are specifi-

cally designed for analyzing firms’ skill needs. In this way we can calculate the skills

required by the market, alongside a set of relevant variables such as region, sector,

education and level of experience.

Our approach allows to shed light on a number of issues. First we can calcu-

late, for each occupation, the different types of skills required and their frequency.

1See Bhagwati and Panagariya (2004); Feenstra (1998); Acemoglu (1998, 2002); Acemoglu and Re-
strepo (2017); Acemoglu and Restrepo (2018); Bessen (2018); Autor, Katz, and Krueger (1998); Autor,
Levy, and Murnane (2003), Card and DiNardo (2002)

2see Freeman (2006) De Grip and Van Loo (2002).
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Furthermore we are able to classify those skills into a standard classification system

and assess the relevance of digital skills and of soft-hard skills constructing mea-

sures of specific “skill degree”. We then apply the dataset constructed to the debate

on computerization of work. We show that soft and digital skills are related to the

probability of automation of a given occupation and we shed some light on the com-

plementarity/substitutability of hard and soft skills.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 analyses the ad-

vantages and limits of using web vacancies with respect to other more traditional

methods. Section 3 describes the tools and the methodology used, section 4 presents

the results. Finally section 5 concludes.

2 Skills for the labor market of the future: new tools

needed?

As stressed in the introduction, mega-trends such as globalization, technical progress

and population aging are having a profound impact on the labor market. Albeit the

overall effect is extremely complex we can roughly identify two main dimensions of

it. One that we can call the extensive margin pertains to the creation of new jobs

and the destruction of existing ones. This is probably the most debated issue at the

center of the policy debate. Until few years ago the major culprit was identified in

globalization with outsourcing and offshoring of jobs, recently however the focus

of the attention has been centered on technology. New technologies allow the au-

tomation of an increasing number of tasks traditionally performed by individuals.

While initially this effect was mainly concentrated in routine based activities both

manual (assembly, logistics etc.) and clerical (administration, reporting etc.), with

the advent of big data, artificial intelligence and of the Internet Of Things the possi-

bility that activities considered to be too complex to be performed by a machine or

by a software, could now be automated has become more concrete.

The second dimension operates along the intensive margin. In addition to create

and destroy jobs, technology is changing profoundly existing jobs, in particular the

tasks and their skill requirements modifying considerably the skill-mix employers

require and placing greater emphasis on soft skills such as problem solving, ability

to work in team, communication abilities etc.

In terms of overall effect the intensive margin is likely to be more important than
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the extensive one as it potentially affects the entire stock of the labor force. However

to analyze it, is necessary to develop tools that are able to measure the characteris-

tics of the jobs, their skill requirements and how these change over time and across

occupations.

So far firms’ skill needs have been assessed through skill surveys3 which have the

merit of providing a comprehensive picture of skill use and needs, but suffer from

some relevant major drawbacks. First they are expensive, particularly when con-

sidering the opportunity cost of the burden of time for respondents. Second they

are cumbersome, as they often take several weeks to be implemented. As a conse-

quence surveys are low frequency tools generally implemented annually. Probably

the most important limit of surveys is the approach they follow. They are top-down

tools which need to be designed first and subsequently implemented. For this rea-

son the type and the quality of information collected necessarily follows from the

initial design. Regarding skills, there are specific questions about them, and the list

of skills is generally pre-defined.

Interestingly the same forces that are changing the labor market such as AI and

machine learning, are giving us new tools for analyzing the workforce and to solve

some of the problems outlined above. In this paper we apply AI techniques to on-

line vacancies and develop a new tool for assessing firms occupation and skill needs

which has interesting prospects. It follows a bottom-up approach that is entirely

data-driven. The initial data collected contains all the information that individ-

ual firms post on the web. This large amount of data is subsequently filtered and

processed using appropriate techniques to obtain the required information. In this

way the tools help to categorize a pre-existing information set, but they do not pre-

classify the information itself. The type of skills to be classified are those that emerge

from the data, not those pre-defined in a questionnaire. This is particularly useful

for the identification of soft skills and certain occupation-specific skills that surveys

often ignore. For example the O*NET survey, by far the most comprehensive, is able

to classify 35 different skills, the UK skill survey 23 skills and the Italian survey only

12. Using a bottom up approach in our data we are able to identify more than 1000

specific skills that can be subsequently grouped in different macro categories. The

3There are several examples of skill surveys. Some such as the OECD survey of adult skills (PIAAC),
the O*NET questionnaire or Cedefop’s European Skill Survey are worker based, therefore capture the
worker assessment of the use of certain skills in the workplace. Others such as the UK Employer
skill survey, or the the Excelsior survey in Italy, are employer surveys and capture directly firms’ skill
needs.
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data driven approach is extremely flexible and allows us to raise new questions and

consequently to expand continuously the spectrum of knowledge of the observed

phenomena. This feature is particularly important for the detection of emerging

skills, as it is possible to go back on previous data in order to re-assess them.4

Regarding the cost, web based tools tend to have a high fixed cost related to the

initial development and implementation of the relevant software and algorithms,

however there is the scope for large economies of scale as the same tools can be ap-

plied to an increasing number of vacancies. In addition, subject to sufficient com-

putation power, the implementation lag is minimal and there is no need to involve

workers or entrepreneurs. These tools are automatically implemented by machines

that can operate at any time or on any date, allowing information to be collected

almost in real time.

There is however one limitation of online vacancy analysis: they may not repre-

sent the entire population. It is well known that some occupations and sectors are

not present in web advertisements or that in some regions or areas digital tools are

not widespread enough to encourage employers to post vacancies online. Although

this problem is likely to decrease over time as the use of web for job advertising be-

comes widespread,5 and although there are statistical tools that can address the rep-

resentativeness problem,6 nevertheless this is a major issue that has to be addressed

when using online vacancies. For this reason rather than substituting existing la-

bor market tools, online vacancy analysis should complement them in providing in

depth and real time information for policy analysis.

3 Data and methodology

3.1 Data

The source of the data is Wollybi,7 a project that collects online vacancies in Italy

from job-portals since February 2013. For internal data consistency we concentrate

on 2016 and 2017 containing approximately 2 millions vacancies from which the

4This contrasts with skill surveys, where the information set is determined and not modifiable,
and therefore can only be used to answer pre-defined questions identified during the survey design
phase.

5 Indeed there is ample empirical evidence showing that online job search is crowding out alter-
native search channels (Kroft and Pope, 2014).

6See Colombo et al. (2018) for a recent application.
7See www.wollybi.com
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Figure 1: Overview of the framework proposed

tools described in the next section allow to extract the relevant information such

as location, sector, education, skills etc. The sources are the major portals that

advertise vacancies and include newspaper websites, job boards and employment

agencies. In order to maximize the quality of the data we concentrated on primary

sources, neglecting secondary sources such as aggregators (e.g. websites that re-

post vacancies retrieved from other websites).8

3.2 Methods

In the construction of the dataset a number of challenges had to be overcome. The

data has to be scraped from the websites validated and cleaned. Subsequently the

relevant information has to be extracted from unstructured text and classified.

From a methodological point of view, we follow the KDD approach (Knowledge

Discovery in Databases, see (Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro, and Smyth, 1996)), a frame-

work that is now a benchmark in extracting useful and reliable knowledge from raw

data in real-life scenarios. It requires to apply a number of steps that are represented

in Figure 1.

Source Selection and Cleaning. First, data sources need to be selected and as-

sessed. Each web-site is characterized by its own data structure therefore each web

8The sources are all private as the website of the Italian PES at present contains too few vacancies
and is rarely updated.
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source has been evaluated and ranked on the basis of identified criteria (typology,

size, presence of the most important variables, quality of the information, update

frequency, etc.). Once the sources have been identified and selected, the data are

scraped and stored accordingly. Subsequently the data have to be transformed and

cleaned. Roughly speaking, transformation implies modifying the data structure

and the content from the original structure to a common framework. The presence

of several sources implies several data models characterized by different structures,

level of detail etc. It is therefore imperative to construct a common framework to

which different data models can be harmonized. During this process, the quality of

the data is assessed and cleansing activities are executed. In our context, this task

deals mainly with the identification of duplicated job vacancies posted on different

web source as well as job vacancies published multiple times on the same site; these

tasks have been performed applying AI algorithms (see, e.g. Hernández and Stolfo

(1998); Mezzanzanica et al. (2015); Boselli et al. (2014)).

Classification via Machine Learning. The subsequent steps pertain the proper

information extraction from the content of the vacancies. The data is mainly tex-

tual and is generally composed by a mixture of structured and unstructured fields.

Structured fields refer to a specific category as job title title (e.g. occupation), lo-

cation, etc. Unstructured fields are the more general description of the content of

the vacancy. This is often the most precious part of the data because it contains in-

formation about skill requirements, education, experience etc. The major problem

is that both structured and unstructured fields contain information in form of un-

structured text, that is text not organized into a standardized classification system

or taxonomy. For example the field “title” of the vacancy contains the job title which

is usually either described using natural language or using websites’ own taxonomy;

these descriptions have to be mapped into a standard taxonomy such as SOC, ISCO

etc. This problem is addressed by building a classifier: a function that maps (i.e.

classifies) a data item into one of several predefined classes. In case of the job title

the items are web job vacancies whilst the classes are the ones from the ISCO 4th

level hierarchy.

Given the size of the data this task has been implemented through machine learn-

ing. Several algorithms have been tested, and Support Vector Machines resulted the
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best in terms of classification accuracy – higher than 93% (Boselli et al., 2017b,a) .9

More specifically text categorization aims at assigning a Boolean value to each

pair (dj, ci) ∈ D × C where D is a set of documents and C a set of predefined cat-

egories. A true value assigned to (dj, ci) indicates document dj to be set under the

category ci, while a false value indicates dj cannot be assigned under ci. In our LMI

scenario, we consider a set of job vacancies J as a collection of documents each

of which has to be assigned to one (and only one) ISCO occupation code. We can

model this problem as a text classification problem, relying on the definition of Se-

bastiani (2002). Formally speaking, let J = {J1, . . . , Jn} be a set of job vacancies, the

classification of J under the ISCO classification system consists of |O| independent

problems of classifying each job vacancy J ∈ J under a given ISCO occupation code

oi for i = 1, . . . , |O|. Then, a classifier is a function ψ : J × O → {0, 1} that approx-

imates an unknown target function ψ̇ : J × O → {0, 1}. Clearly, as we deal with a

single-label classifier, ∀j ∈ J the following constraint must hold:
∑

o∈O ψ(j, o) = 1.

Classification has been implemented for occupations (ISCO), location (NUTS)

education (ISCED), industry (NACE), and skills (see below).

Skill Extraction. The next step involves the extraction of skills required in each va-

cancy through the analysis of its text. This is achieved through linguistic models that

allow to identify the portion of the text relevant for the analysis, extract information

about skills by disambiguating different texts (i.e. the word “design” can refer to a

skill or to an action which is not skill related), computing word similarities and dis-

missing spurious information (e.g. “ideal candidate”).

This goal is achieved by incrementally building a taxonomy of extracted words

recognized as potential skill. Specifically, the system uses the n-gram10 Document

Frequency (DF), i.e., the number of vacancies where the n-gram is found. The result

is a list of n-grams that identify skills together with their synonymous, that is poten-

tial skills. We then use string similarity functions11 to map potential skills to ESCO

ontology. The mapping has been validated by experts. Such Information Extraction

techniques have proved to be helpful for this purpose in several applications related

to labor market (see, e.g., Lee (2011); Singh et al. (2010); Yi, Allan, and Croft (2007)).

9The algorithms have been trained on a training set of 1k web job vacancies classified by us and
validated by labor market experts.

10An n-gram is a contiguous sequence of n items from a given sequence of text or speech
11Levenshtein distance, Jaccard similarity, and the Srensen-Dice index have been employed in this

phase.
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The role of ESCO. In classifying occupation titles and skills we have used the tax-

onomy contained in ESCO. ESCO is a multilingual classification system for Euro-

pean skills, competences, qualifications and occupations developed by the Euro-

pean Commission. The ESCO occupation classification corresponds to the Inter-

national Standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO-08) up to the 4th digit level.

ISCO has a hierarchical structure similar to the SOC system used in the US. The skills

pillar of ESCO is not hierarchical but is organized as a graph tanking into account

both the occupation specificity of hard skills and the transversal nature of soft skills.

This paper uses version 1.0 of ESCO released in the summer of 2017.

Although ESCO provides a classification of occupations that corresponds to the

ISCO classification in the next sections of the paper we will use data organized along

the SOC classification. Therefore we mapped the ISCO codes of our classification

into the corresponding SOC codes. This procedure is not without problems as it is

well known that there is not a one to one correspondence between SOC and ISCO

(see (Hoffmann, 2003)). In case of multiple correspondences we have attributed the

same SOC code to multiple ISCO.

For each occupation (at 4 digit level) we have analyzed the skills required and

calculated the soft skill degree, the hard skill degree and, in the latter group, the ICT

degree. The skill degree is the frequency of occurrence of skills of a certain category

in a given occupation.12 For example if an occupation is characterized by a hard skill

degree of 32% it means that 32% of the skills found in all vacancies that refer to that

specific occupation belong to the hard category.

In this way we can construct a measure of skill relevance or skill importance

which is entirely data driven.13

4 Results

4.1 Hard, soft skills and occupations

The methodology described in section 3 allows to extract skills from vacancies. The

use of ESCO taxonomy allows to group skills into categories that allow a better rep-

resentation and analysis. The first major distinction is between hard and soft skills.

12Whenever a single SOC occupation corresponded with multiple ISCO occupations we calculated
the soft, hard and digital degrees by averaging across ISCO occupations.

13This is a major difference with respect to alternative measures such as those provided by the
O*NET system which are based on expert judgment.
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Hard skills are typically job-specific skills and competences that are needed to per-

form a specific job or task (examples are knowledge of specific software or instru-

ments, specific manual abilities etc.) Soft skills, on the other hand, are more transver-

sal in nature and refer to the capacity of individuals to interact with others and the

environment (examples are communication skills, problem solving etc.). Within

hard skills we further distinguish between digital skills and non-digital skills. Digi-

tal skills encompass a range of different abilities that allow an individual to use ICT

tools at different levels, from the use, manipulation and interaction with standard

ICT tools down to the design, implementation and deployment of complex ICT sys-

tems and services.

Given the relevance of digital skills for today’s labor market we augmented the

ESCO classification by further constructing the following sub-groups.

Information Brokerage Skills. Refer to the ability to use ICT tools and platforms for

data exchange and communication (e.g. social media);

Basic ICT Skills. Refer to the ability to use some standard ICT applications for sup-

porting the individual professional activities (e.g. use of spreadsheet or word

processing software);

Applied/Management ICT Skills. These skills refer to tools and software used within

the organization for supporting management, operational and decision mak-

ing processes (e.g. administrative software);

ICT Technical Skills. Refer to solutions, platforms and programming languages that

are strongly related to ICT-specific professions (e.g. programming languages,

advanced ICT softwares).

Within soft skills we identify the the following sub-categories.

Thinking skills. Refer to the ability to apply mental processes and reasoning to solve

complex problems, to increase knowledge and to perform complex tasks.

Social interaction Refer to the ability to develop interact and engage with colleagues,

clients and customers.

Application of knowledge General application of skills commonly used in the work-

place and in learning; knowledge of the organization and the working environ-

ment.
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Figure 2: Distribution of skills typology by SOC 1 digit group
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Soft skills: details
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Attitudes and values Refers to a person’s work style, preferences and work-related

beliefs that underpin behavior so that knowledge and skills are applied effec-

tively. Examples are ability to adapt to change, to work independently, to meet

commitments etc.14

Figure 2 provides a quick overview of the distribution of skills over occupation

aggregated by large occupation group (for simplicity we have used SOC 1 digit). For

each occupation we have calculated the number of times each skill is mentioned by

each category and sub-category. In the top left panel we distinguish between hard

and soft skills. Not surprisingly hard skills tend to be more relevant for technical

and production related occupations (groups 1, 4 and 5) while soft skills are relatively

more demanded in service related occupations (groups 2 and 3). Within hard skills

digital ones account approximately for 20% (top right panel). The bottom panels

present the detailed distribution of the components of digital and soft skills. In the

former basic ICT skills account for approximately 50% of the total with ICT technical

being more relevant in technical occupations. In the latter attitudes and values and

social interaction are the more relevant category (approx. 30% each) while thinking

skills are more relevant in group 1 and 2 (managerial and high skill occupations).

14These skills do not refer to a person’s character.
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Figure 3: Distribution of soft skill degree by SOC 2 digit group
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As stressed previously one of the major advantages of our dataset is it richness

even at a high level of granularity. Figure 3 shows box plots of the distribution of the

soft skill degree by 2 digit SOC group.15 The figure reveals some interesting patterns.

First, despite the great deal of heterogeneity of the within group distribution, soft

skills are pervasive and for several occupations are more relevant than hard ones.

Even in highly technical occupations (e.g. group 15: Computer and Mathematical

Occupations) soft skills are highly demanded. Second, as expected, soft skills tend to

be less important in low skill occupations (groups 5) than in high skill ones (groups

1-2). Third, for some occupations the distribution of the soft skill degree tend to be

more concentrated than in others. This could be the result of a narrower set of com-

petences and tasks required or also by the fact that occupations mostly affected by

technological progress and globalization (Goos, Manning, and Salomons, 2014) re-

quire larger demand for social skills to cope with this change. The next section will

investigate more thoroughly these aspects. Figure 4 shows box plots of the distri-

bution of the digital skill degree by occupation groups. Overall digital skills are less

pervasive than soft skills although a moderate degree of digital skill is required by

almost every occupation even the less technical ones.

15Here each observation is the skill degree for a given occupation at 4 digit level.
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Figure 4: Distribution of digital skill degree by SOC 2 digit group
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The granularity of the data at territorial level allows also to analyze regional dif-

ferences in skill demand within occupations. This is an interesting piece of informa-

tion because a systematic difference in skill requirement within occupation would

signal the presence of a segmented labor market. Italy is known to be characterized

by a strong regional divide between the more advanced North and the less devel-

oped South. In order to control for all possible confounding factors we have use

the full data set and regressed the demand for different category of skills of each

vacancy on a dummy for the North and a set of controls including experience, edu-

cation dummy for sectors and occupation.16 The value of the coefficient of the re-

gional dummy represent the regional difference in demand for a certain skill within

occupation controlling for differences in sectors, education and experience.

Figure 5 shows that there is a greater demand for hard skills (mainly non digital

ones) and of Basic and applied management ICT skills in the North. No statistically

significant difference emerges for soft skills nor for experience. The only feature in

higher demand in the South is education. This could be explained by a dual system

not only in the labor market but also in the educational system which in the North

is able to deliver the hard skills requested by firms mainly through the secondary

16Errors are clustered at occupation level
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Figure 5: North South difference in skill requirement within occupation
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and post-secondary VET system. On the contrary in the South the lack of specific

hard skills provided by formal education induces firms to ask for a higher level of

education. Overeducation in the South is therefore a response to the skill mismatch.

4.2 Technology and jobs

In this section we use the dataset constructed and described in the previous sections

to improve our understanding of one of the most pressing problem that is currently

affecting advanced economies. In a famous study Frey and Osborne (2017) estimate

the probability of computerization for a large number of detailed occupations in the

US. The study spurred a considerable debate about the impact of the new technolo-

gies on the labor market.17 Frey and Osborne (2017) identify the risk of computeri-

zation on the basis of the characteristics of selected occupations. These character-

istics pertain three major domains that a group of experts identified as the major

17For a more conservative estimate see Arntz, Gregory, and Zierahn (2016).
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bottlenecks that computers and artificial intelligence face in completely automat-

ing a job. These are perception manipulation (manual dexterity, finger dexterity,

cramped workspace), creative intelligence (originality, fine arts), social intelligence

(social perceptiveness, negotiation, persuasion, care and assistance for others), and

have been assessed on the basis of the O*NET description of occupations. The limit

of this approach is that it restricts the information domain to what is available from

the official classification description. Using web vacancies it is possible to add the

depth and variety of the information set of individual vacancies. In order to grasp

the value added of this approach we have used the dataset of Italian web vacan-

cies assigning to each occupation the probability of automation estimated by Frey

and Osborne (2017). We then used these information to enhance the informative

content of the classification obtained by Frey and Osborne (2017) by explaining the

probability of automation on the basis of the characteristics of skill demand emerg-

ing from web vacancies.18

The value added of our approach is threefold. First we characterize the prob-

ability of automation in terms of detailed skills required by the market allowing a

deeper and more complete understanding of the mechanisms that underlie the re-

lationship between automation and jobs. Second we validate, using a data driven

approach, results that rest on expert judgment. Third and most importantly we can

learn the possible interactions between skills and whether different types of skills

are complement or substitutes in a job automability. This type of information is

crucial for the education system that can provide the skills that complement com-

puters and robots in the labor market.

We will proceed in two steps. First we will present results at occupation level,

subsequently we will use a more disaggregated approach using individual vacan-

cies. Table 1 reports the results where we have aggregated variables at occupation

level.19 Each variable represents therefore a skill degree; we also include variables

18This exercise rests on the assumption that the impact of the automation process in the US esti-
mated by Frey and Osborne (2017) on occupations is analogous to what is occurring in Italy. Applying
US estimates to other advanced economies is a common practice (see for instance the famous pa-
per by Rajan and Zingales (1998) on the relationship between financial development and growth).
Our assumption is made easier by the widespread use and pervasiveness of technology in advanced
economies.

19The table shows that we conduct the analysis with 892 occupations. This number is higher than
the 702 occupations identified by Frey and Osborne (2017). This is due to the imperfect correspon-
dence between the SOC (US) and the ISCO (Europe) classification. As stressed in the previous section
in case of multiple correspondences we have attributed the same SOC code to multiple ISCO.
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for the level of education, experience in addition to region and industry controls.20

The first column shows that the probability of automation does not seem to be cor-

related with the soft skill degree, while it is negatively correlated with the level of

education and the degree of experience. Column 2 disentangles among the differ-

ent sub-components of soft and hard skills. Thinking and social interaction skills are

negatively correlated with the probability of automation, in line with the suggestions

of the theoretical literature, whereas among hard skills applied management ICT

skills are positively correlated with automation. This can be explained with the fact

that occupations characterized by the highest probability of automation are often

medium level administrative occupations (clerks, tellers, credit analysts) for which

applied management ICT skills are required.

The evidence so far suggests the potential advantage of using information on

skills, however it is limited by the fact that computing skill degrees at occupation

level does not allow to include together the entire skill set. Moreover hard and soft

skills may also interact with each other: soft skills can be less relevant for job au-

tomability in occupations where hard skills are important, or vice-versa. These is-

sues can be analyzed with the full micro dataset to which now we turn.

Table 2 reports the results of the analysis performed on the full data set. Now

each observation is a vacancy as opposed to an occupation as in the previous ta-

ble. The dependent variable is the probability of automation for each occupation

and the explanatory variables are the number of skill mentioned in each vacancy by

category, in addition to a variable measuring the degree of experience required and

the level of education. The regression is saturated with region and sector dummies

while errors are clustered at occupation level. Measuring skill requirements directly

and not as a share as in the aggregate regression allows us to include the full set

of skills. The table confirms the results of the previous analysis: both hard and soft

skills tend to be negatively related to the probability of automation.21 However while

the results on soft skills are confirmed (thinking and social interaction skills are rel-

evant and statistically significant), results on hard skills are different. Non digital

hard skills affect negatively the probability of automation while among digital skills

20As for skills, each variable is constructed as relative importance at occupation level. For instance
Education defines the fraction of vacancies in a given occupation that require tertiary education (vs
below tertiary), Experience the fraction of vacancies requiring low, medium and high years of experi-
ence (vs 0 years). Analogously industry controls identify the relative importance of each industry by
occupation.

21Clustering of standard errors and controls allow to state that this result holds within occupation
and controlling for sector and geographic area.
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ICT technical and information brokerage are the most relevant skills. Thus taking

into account the full details of the microdata the relevant digital skills that appear to

dampen the probability of automation are advanced ICT skills and skills related to

communication and social media. This provides hard evidence to the recent trends

outlined by recruiters and experts (McKinsey, 2017).

4.3 Skill interactions

The availability of a granular and detailed dataset allows to explore the possible in-

teractions between skills in explaining the probability of automation for a given oc-

cupation. Are soft and hard skills complements or substitute? Is automability af-

fected by them more or less in certain sectors? Table 3 reports the coefficient of the

interaction term between soft and hard skills in the regression of Table 2. The table

shows that the interaction effect is always positive and significant suggesting that

hard and soft skills are substitutes in their relationship with job automability. Figure

6 explains this relationship with more detail. The figure reports the value and the

confidence interval of the hard skills coefficient at different levels of soft skills. At

low levels of soft skills the coefficient of hard skills is clearly negative showing a neg-

ative effect on the probability of automation. When soft skills are more requested

hard skills are not significant or become even positively related to job automability.

Figure 7 explores interactions at sectoral level. The figure reports the different

value of the coefficient of the effect of a given skill on job automability interact-

ing it with a dummy identifying two sectors considered by the literature as the most

likely to be affected by technology and AI: manufacturing and advanced services (In-

formation and communication, finance, professional, scientific and technical ser-

vices). The figure reveals that both social (in particular thinking and social interac-

tion) and digital (in particular ICT technical and information brokerage) skills tend

to temper the negative impact of technology on jobs but more so in the manufactur-

ing sector. Soft and digital skills can therefore complement the use of machines and

software making the job less substitutable even for occupations that are on average

highly automatable.
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5 Conclusions

AI and machine learning are not only changing the labor market but are also giving

us new tools for analyzing the workforce. In this paper we apply machine learning

techniques to web vacancies on the Italian labor market developing a new set of

tools for labor market intelligence.

These tools are specifically designed for analyzing firms skill needs. Our ap-

proach allows to shed light on a number of issues. We can calculate, for each occu-

pation, the different types of skills required. We are able to classify those skills into

a standard classification system and develop measures of the relevance of soft and

hard skills in the latter group, we can drill down detailed digital skills. This allows us

to better understand the relationship between labor and automation. Overall this

approach provides extremely promising insights that enable to grasp the relevant

changes that are affecting jobs and occupations. Web vacancies are thus a useful

tool that can complement existing instruments to deliver a more complete picture

of the labor market and enable us to make better decisions regarding labor policy.
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Table 1: Explaining the probability of automation. Aggregate evidence

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Soft 0.024 0.564** 0.023

(0.083) (0.189) (0.197)
Thinking -0.822**

(0.176)
Soc. Interaction -0.320*

(0.149)
App. Knowledge -0.087

(0.196)
Attitude values -0.079

(0.192)
ICT Technical -0.004

(0.261)
Basic ICT -0.106

(0.166)
App. Man. ICT 0.969**

(0.253)
Inf. brokerage -0.380

(0.308)
Hard -0.022 -0.569**

(0.199) (0.196)
Digital 0.287 -0.001

(0.175) (0.147)
Edu. -0.622** -0.562** -0.507** -0.660** -0.648** -0.513**

(0.078) (0.078) (0.116) (0.116) (0.117) (0.117)
Exp. low 0.161 0.209 0.025 0.463* 0.453* 0.032

(0.104) (0.107) (0.136) (0.190) (0.190) (0.140)
Exp. mid -0.196 -0.222 -0.101 -0.710** -0.635* -0.173

(0.123) (0.126) (0.179) (0.246) (0.250) (0.188)
Exp. high -0.474 -0.404 -0.805* 0.552 0.457 -0.746*

(0.252) (0.254) (0.339) (0.446) (0.450) (0.346)
Const. -1.319 1.473 0.510 -5.619 -5.091 1.108

(2.449) (2.438) (3.590) (3.740) (3.744) (3.592)
R2 0.312 0.357 0.294 0.361 0.361 0.298
N 892 890 444 448 446 444

Note: OLS regression. Dependent variable: probability of automation. Each variable denotes a
degree of intensity of request of each particular skill. Edu defines the fraction of vacancies requiring
tertiary education, Exp low, med, high define the fraction of vacancies requiring at lest 2, 3-5 and
more than 5 years of experience. Sector and region controls included but not reported. Cols. 3-4
define respectively quartiles 1,2 and 3,4 of the distribution of Hard skill degree. Cols. 5-6 define
respectively quartiles 1,2 and 3,4 of the distribution of soft skill degree * denotes significance at 0.05
level, ** at 0.01,
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Table 2: Explaining the probability of automation. Micro evidence

(1) (2) (3)
Non Digital -0.007** -0.007** -0.007**

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
ICT Technical -0.025*** -0.025*** -0.024***

(0.005) (0.005) (0.006)
Basic ICT 0.008 0.008 0.009*

(0.005) (0.005) (0.005)
Applied. Manag. ICT 0.012 0.011 0.011

(0.014) (0.014) (0.014)
Inf. brokerage -0.032*** -0.032*** -0.030***

(0.010) (0.010) (0.009)
Thinking -0.023*** -0.023*** -0.022***

(0.006) (0.006) (0.006)
Language -0.007 -0.007 -0.004

(0.015) (0.015) (0.014)
Soc. Interaction -0.042*** -0.042*** -0.040***

(0.010) (0.010) (0.010)
App. Knowledge -0.008 -0.008 -0.010

(0.015) (0.015) (0.015)
Attitude values -0.002 -0.002 0.009*

(0.005) (0.005) (0.005)
Experience 0.003 -0.001

(0.003) (0.003)
Education -0.071***

(0.015)
R2 0.173 0.173 0.188
N 1299928 1299928 879887

Note: OLS regression. Dependent variable: probability of automation. Sector and region controls
included but not reported. Robust standard errors clustered at occupation level. * denotes
significance at 0.05 level, ** at 0.01,
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Table 3: Soft and hard skill interactions

Hard Digital Non digital
Thinking 0.001* 0.002** 0.002**

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Social Interaction 0.001* 0.003** 0.001*

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Attitudes and Values 0.002** 0.003** 0.002*

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Note: Each cell reports the estimated coefficient for the interaction between soft and hard skills in
the regression models of table 2. Controls and additional variables are identical to those in table 2.
Robust standard errors clustered at occupation lavel in parenthesis. * denotes significance at 0.05
level, ** at 0.01.
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Figure 6: Interaction effects between skill requirements
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Note: The figure reports the coefficient and 95% CI of the interaction terms between soft and hard

skills for different values of the soft skill variable. Regressions are analogous to the ones in table 2

and include industry and region dummies, errors are clustered at occupation level.
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Figure 7: Interaction effects: sectoral effects
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Note: The figure reports the coefficient and 95% CI of the interaction terms between soft skills and a

sectoral dummy for manufacturing and advanced services. Regressions are analogous to the ones in

table 2 and include industry and region dummies, errors are clustered at occupation level.
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